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Abstract

A combined Doppler Global Velocimetry (DGV) and Projection Moiré
Interferometry (PMI) investigation of a helicopter rotor wake flow
field and rotor blade deformation is presented. The three-component
DGV system uses a single-frequency, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser
to obtain instantaneous velocity measurements in the flow. The PMI
system uses a pulsed laser-diode bar to obtain blade bending and twist
measurements at the same instant that DGV measured the flow. The
application of pulse lasers to DGV and PMI in large-scale wind tunnel
applications represents a major step forward in the development of
these technologies . As such, a great deal was learned about the
d i f f i cu l t i e s o f us ing these ins truments to obta in ins tantaneous
measurements in large facil ities. Laser speckle and other image noise
in the DGV data images were found to be traceable to the Nd:YAG laser.
Although image processing techniques were used to virtually eliminate
laser speckle noise, the source of low-frequency image noise is stil l
under investigation. The PMI results agreed well with theoretical
predictions of blade bending and twist.



Introduction

The precise prediction of the helicopter main rotor wake has been cited
as the driving factor for accurately predicting rotor loads, vibration,
pe r f o rmance , and no i s e . I t i s w ide l y ac cep ted throughout the
rotorcraft industry that correctly modeling the wake geometry and the
tip vortex formation, size, strength, and position are essential to a
numerical solution of the wake problem. Although there have been
many efforts to characterize the rotor wake using various methods of
flow visualization, these qualitative efforts are insufficient to validate
and improve the numerical models of the rotor wake. Detai led ,
quantitative flowfield information is required.

The acquisit ion of the requisite flowfield measurements has been
impeded by the harsh environment in which a rotor blade operates.
Since the blades rotate, the flow environment is constantly changing,
and each blade is af fected by the wake structure shed from the
p r e c e d i n g b l a d e s . T h u s , i n v e s t i g a t i o n s o f t h i s u n s t e a d y,
vortex-dominated flow require measurement techniques that are:
1) nonintrusive, 2) instantaneous, 3) simultaneous three-component,
and 4) correlated with rotor azimuth. Although fringe-type laser
velocimetry satisfies the measurement requirements, the excessive
a c q u i s i t i o n t im e n e e d e d t o o b t a i n s t a t i s t i c a l l y - s i g n i f i c a n t ,
az imuth-dependent resu l t s makes the technique impract i ca l for
surveying large areas within the rotor f lowfield. Partic le Image
Ve l o c ime t r y i s l im i t ed t o two d imens i ona l measurement s ove r
relatively small measurement planes in large wind tunnel applications.

For the past several years, the NASA Langley Research Center has been
developing Doppler Global Velocimetry (DGV) for use in large wind
tunnels. DGV is a planar measurement technique capable of obtaining
three-component flow field velocity data. Previous applications of
DGV used a continuous-wave (CW) Argon-ion laser and produced flow
veloc i ty measurements that were temporal ly integrated over the
16.7 ms CCD camera exposure. Demonstrations of the instrument
operating in this manner included the detailed measurement of wing
tip vortices at focal distances of 18 m (Meyers (1996)). While these
integration times were satisfactory for the measurement of stationary
flows, they were unacceptable for the measurement of the unsteady
f l ows found in ro torc ra f t app l i ca t i ons . In ant i c ipa t i on o f th i s
l im i ta t i on , the Nor throp Resear ch and Techno logy Cente r was
contracted by the NASA Langley Research Center in 1990 (Komine et al
( 1994 ) ) t o conduc t l abora to ry inves t i ga t i ons to de t e rmine i f a
single-frequency, frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser could be used in
DGV applications to obtain instantaneous velocity measurements.
T h i s s u c c e s s f u l r e s e a r c h p r o g r am cu lm i n a t e d w i t h t h e f i r s t
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i n s t a n t a n e o u s DGV m e a s u r em e n t s , a s d em o n s t r a t e d b y
one-component velocity measurements in a 10-x 10-cm free jet.

The subject of this investigation was the rotor wake developed by an
isolated rotor system consisting of a Mach-scaled, four bladed rotor
with a rotor disk diameter of 1.7 m. A scaled, generic helicopter
fuselage shell , independent of the rotor drive system and hub, could be
raised from the tunnel floor to investigate its effect on the flow and
nonlinear interactions with the rotor wake. The primary objective of
the current investigation was to integrate the three-component DGV
technology developed by NASA with the experience derived from the
Northrop ef fort to create an instrumentat ion system capable of
measuring the unsteady rotor wake flow field. Complete diagnostics of
the rotor wake must include blade deformation and position data since
the rotor wake geometry is largely affected by these parameters. A
second objective was to use the newly advanced capabilities of a laser
diode-based Projection Moiré Interferometer to obtain blade position,
bending, and twist data at the same instant as the velocity field was
measured with the DGV system.

Experimental Facilities

The experiment was performed in the Langley 14-by 22-Foot Subsonic
Tunnel shown in Figure 1 (Gentry et al (1990)). This atmospheric,
closed-circuit low-speed wind tunnel can be operated with a closed test
section, or by raising the walls and ceil ing, in an open test section mode.
For this study, the tunnel was operated as a modified open test section
with the walls raised for maximum optical access to the rotor wake, and
the ceil ing lowered to serve as a mounting platform for the isolated
rotor drive system. The wind tunnel is equipped with propylene glycol
vaporization/ condensation smoke generators that were mounted on a
traversing mechanism located in the tunnel settling chamber.

The isolated rotor test system (IRTS) is a general-purpose rotor testing
system. The fully articulated hub holds a Mach-scaled, four-bladed,
1 .7 -meter d iameter rotor. The rotor b lades have a rectangular
planform and an NACA 0012 airfoil section with a chord of 6.6 cm and a
linear twist of -8 degrees, nose down. Note that the rotor blades are
very stiff torsionally when compared with a full-scale rotor system. A
digital 1024 pulse per revolution encoder was attached to the rotor
shaft to monitor rotor speed and provide an azimuthal record for
conditionally sampling the instrumentation systems. A helicopter
fuselage model was mounted on a vertical strut below the rotor. The
strut could be raised and lowered to locate the fuselage in proper
position under the rotor, Figure 2, or fully lowered to be out of the
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influence of the rotor wake, Figure 3. A conventional, 3-D Laser
Velocimeter was also used during the test to acquire a limited number
of velocity measurements in the rotor wake.

Doppler Global Velocimeter

The Dopp le r G loba l Ve lo c imeter i s an Iod ine vapor ce l l based ,
t h r e e - c omponen t s y s t em u t i l i z i n g a pu l s e d , s i n g l e - f r e qu en c y,
frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser to obtain instantaneous (10 ns)
measurements. The description of DGV technology is given by Komine
(1990) and Meyers (1995). The system consists of the Nd:YAG laser,
l ight sheet forming optics, laser frequency monitoring system, and
three receiver optical systems. The output laser beam was directed to
the light sheet forming optics located on the wind tunnel test section
floor, Figures 2 and 3. The receiver optical systems and the laser
f r e qu en c y mon i t o r i n g s y s t em con s i s t e d o f a l i n e a r p o l a r i z e r,
beamsplitter, an encased and insulated Iodine vapor cell , mirror, and
two electronical ly shuttered CCD video cameras, Figure 4. Each
system was enclosed to protect the opt ics from the wind tunnel
environment and flow buffeting.

All three receiver optical systems were placed on the advancing side of
the rotor to have an unobstructed view of the laser light sheet when the
fuselage was in place, Figure 5. Their placement yielded an angle
between the vector measured by component A and the vector measured
by component B of 52 degrees, 47 degrees between the vectors measured
by components A and C, and 41 degrees between the vectors measured
by components B and C. These separation angles were sufficient to
minimize trigonometric errors when translating the measurements to
the streamwise, vertical , and crossflow velocity components. The
common field of view was an area 1.02-by 1.14 meters.

The data acquisition system consists of a network of five PC compatible
c omput e r s w i th one comput e r ded i c a t ed t o ea ch measur emen t
component , the fourth obta in ing data from the laser f requency
monitor, and the fifth serving as the operator terminal and system
control ler. Each component computer contains two 10-bit frame
grabbers to acquire single-f ield (512x256 pixels) images from the
signal and reference cameras, respectively. The industry standard
R S - 1 7 0 c am e r a s w e r e e l e c t r o n i c a l l y s h u t t e r e d ( 0 . 1 m s ) i n
synchronization with the Nd:YAG laser. While the cameras and data
acquisition system were set to free run, images were only acquired
when the rotor shaft encoder aligned with one of the selected azimuth
angles: 0- to 90-degrees, in 10 ±0.7 degrees (±2 encoder steps)
increments.
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Projection Moiré Interferometer

Conven t i ona l p ro j e c t i on mo i r é in t e r f e r omet ry beg in s w i th the
projection of a grid of equispaced, parallel l ines onto the surface of a
test object. With the object in the reference condition, a CCD video
camera is used to acquire an image of the object il luminated by the
lines. When the object is deformed, the grid line spatial arrangement
changes. A second image is then acquired. Subtracting the reference
image from the data image yields a pattern of moiré fringes tracing the
c o n t o u r s o f c o n s t a n t d e f o rma t i o n amp l i t u d e . Th e mea s u r e d
deformation direct ion is along the bisector of the project ion and
v iewing vector d irec t ions . The deformat ion ampl i tude between
adjacent moiré fringes is proportional to the projected grid line spacing
and the angle between the projection and viewing vectors.

The Projection Moiré Interferometry (PMI) system used in this study
was a single-component, laser diode based system capable of obtaining
instantaneous (0.1 ms) measurements. This system is described in
detail by Fleming and Gorton (1998). The system consists of a pulsed
15 W laser diode bar (10 discrete emitters) operating at 800 nm, a
Ronchi ruling, projecting optics, and an electronically shuttered CCD
video camera. The laser diode bar was chosen as the light source
because of its small size, high output power, single pulse operation, and
infrared wavelength. The laser light passes through the Ronchi ruling
(a diffracting grading with a square wave cross section) to a lens system
that projected the resulting lines onto the underside of the rotor
blades, Figure 6. The PMI optical system was placed below the test
section floor to view a 1.2-x 1.2-meter area in the rotor disk plane
covering 50 degrees of rotor azimuth, Figure 5. The data acquisition
system, a one-camera vers ion of the DGV component acquis i t ion
s y s t em , a n d t h e l a s e r d i o d e b a r w e r e t r i g g e r e d b y t h e DGV
synchronization signal. Thus the DGV and PMI systems acquired data
at the same instant with the same measurement window.

The standard PMI reference image could not be obtained since the rotor
blades continuously moved through the viewing area. An aluminum
honeycomb plate was placed in the rotor disk plane at the rotor hub
height to obtain a reference image. Subtraction of this image from the
data images produced moiré fr inge patterns represent ing height
changes of the rotor blade above this reference plane. Additional
processing, described by Fleming and Gorton (1998) , y ie lded the
location, bending, and twist of the imaged rotor blade at the instant of
the DGV velocity measurement.
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Calibration Procedures

As with most optical instrumentation systems, DGV and PMI required
daily alignment and system calibration. Their use of video cameras as
the measurement sensors eased alignment procedures, but increased
the number of cal ibration techniques needed. The systems were
aligned using a simple target of equispaced dots shown in Figure 7.
Each DGV component receiver optical system was aligned using a
custom electronics system to normalize the signal camera image by the
reference camera image in real time. Adjusting the signal camera
position and viewing angle to the proper alignment would extinguish
the dots from the normalized image. Aligning the PMI was even
simpler: align the viewing camera to keep the dot pattern as square as
possible, then focus the projected grid lines to fil l the viewing area and
obtain optimal contrast.

Daily calibration of the instruments more extensive system alignment
was necessary. Both techniques required optical calibrations to remove
optical and perspective distortions from the acquired data images.
Spat ia l d istort ions were determined using the al ignment target ,
Figure 7, to establish a centroid map for each camera. The maps, which
embodied the observed optical and perspective distortions, were used
to compute the piecewise bilinear warping coefficients necessary to
remove the distort ions from the data images (Meyers (1992) and
Meyers (1995)). Corrected DGV signal images could then be normalized
by their respective corrected reference images to yield the component
veloc i ty data images . In addit ion, the warping procedures were
sufficiently accurate to allow the determination of the orthogonal U, V,
and W velocity components from the three measured components.
Likewise, similar procedures were used to remove spatial distortions
from the PMI data images.

Since DGV measurements are based on the ratio of image amplitudes,
additional calibrations were required that were not necessary for the
spatially-based measurements of the PMI. The amplitude response of
each DGV receiver system was flattened by determining the sensitivity
o f e a ch camera p i x e l , and mea su r i ng any spa t i a l l y d ependen t
transmission losses through the optics. This process generated a pixel
sensitivity correction image for each camera in the DGV system, and an
opt i ca l t ransmiss ion correc t i on image for each rece iver. When
multiplying data images by their respective pixel sensitivity correction
image, the overall camera response would be held constant. Likewise,
by multiplying the normalized signal images by their respective optical
transmission correction image, differences in the transmission of light
through the signal and reference optical paths were removed (Meyers
(1995)).
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The final calibration for DGV determined the Iodine cell transfer
function. The Nd:YAG laser output beam was redirected and split into
three beams that were then directed to points on the tunnel structure,
each within the field of view of their respective receiver optical system.
The sampling of the output beam by the laser frequency monitor was
also maintained. Tuning the laser frequency through the Iodine
absorption line produced the simultaneous calibration of the four cells.
This procedure could be performed at any time, even during tunnel
operation.

The PMI reference plane was established by replacing the dot target
with an aluminum honeycomb plate painted flat white. The laser bar
generated the grid of projected lines on the plate. A comparison of the
camera image of the projected lines with the images of the dot target
yielded the grid line spacing, and thus the sensitivity factor for the
moiré fringes (Fleming and Gorton (1998)).

The Test

The Rotor Wake / Configuration Aerodynamics Test was conducted to
investigate the three-component velocity flow field within the rotor
wake with and without a fuse lage p laced be low the rotor. The
measurement of the trajectory and velocity of the rotor tip vortices as
t h e y m o v e d d o w n s t r e am w a s o f p r i m a r y i n t e r e s t . S e v e r a l
instrumentat ion issues were in quest ion since this was the f irst
attempt at using global instrumentation to quantify the rotor wake.
These included the integration of a pulsed, Nd:YAG laser into the DGV
system, the ability of PMI to accurately measure instantaneous blade
position, bending, and twist, and the logistics behind the simultaneous
operation of the DGV and PMI systems with synchronized lasers (2),
video cameras (9), and data acquisition systems (6 computers).

Velocity measurements of the rotor wake were desired at the 30-, 80-,
97-, 99-, 101-, and 103-percent span locations. Planar measurements at
these spanwise l o ca t i ons wou ld prov ide enough in fo rmat i on to
accurately determine the blade tip vortex structure and trajectory in
the near rotor wake. The DGV laser light sheet was oriented vertically
and direc ted upstream, Figure 2 . An automated beam steer ing
mechanism was devised to position the light sheet within the 97- to
103-percent span locations so that light sheet alignment changes could
be made while the tunnel was operating. The 30- and 80-percent
locations required realignment of the DGV optics.

Each day of testing began with the alignment of the DGV and PMI
optical systems, followed by the spatial calibration of both systems at
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the desired span position. A rotor blade was removed during this
process to allow unobstructed optical access to the measurement plane.
The laser light sheet was then aligned to the span position. Once
aligned, the laser beam was redirected to the tunnel structure to
conduct the Iodine vapor cell calibrations. The rotor blade was then
replaced and the tunnel test section sealed. The rotor was spun to
2,000 rpm and the laser beam redirected to form the light sheet. Note
that the rotor was always spinning when the pulsed light sheet was
crossing the blades; this technique protected the composite rotor
blades from damage by the high-power light sheet. The tunnel speed
was then set to 9.1 m/s and the smoke plume positioned to pass through
the light sheet at the rotor wake.

Data acquisition began when the rotor system, wind tunnel velocity,
and smoke plume position were stable. A portion of the Nd:YAG laser
beam was sampled by a fast photodiode whose output was monitored
with a high-speed digital oscil loscope. The shape of the photodiode
amplitude vs. time trace was visually inspected to determine that the
laser operated in single-frequency mode. If the photodiode output
signal had a Gaussian amplitude profile, the laser was operating at a
single frequency. A series of 100 conditionally sampled DGV and PMI
image sets was acquired when single frequency operation was obtained.
The laser beam was redirected to the tunnel walls and a sample of ten
images was acquired. This provided a measurement of the Iodine vapor
cal ibration stabil ity. The light sheet was reformed and a second
acquisition of 100 image sets obtained. Another calibration check was
made followed by the acquisition of the third and final data set. The 300
image sets would yield approximately 30 image sets at each of the
selected azimuth angles. This process was repeated at tunnel speeds of
27.7 m/s and 42.0 m/s with the fuselage in both high and low positions
(Figures 2 and 3).

Effects of Using the Nd:YAG Laser in DGV

Changing the DGV laser source from an Argon-ion laser to a pulsed,
s ing le - f requency, f requency -doub led Nd:YAG laser prov ided the
capability to obtain conditionally-sampled rotor azimuth-dependent
data. It also simplified Iodine vapor cell calibrations since the optical
frequency was continuously tunable. Unfortunately, the change in
laser also affected both image quality and frequency stability. Laser
speckle was a far greater problem with the Nd:YAG laser than the
Argon-ion laser. Although increased speckle might be expected from
the narrower linewidth Argon-ion laser (10 MHz vs. 80 MHz for the
Nd:YAG), the reverse was found. The level of laser speckle noise
expected from the Argon-ion laser was reduced by temporal averaging
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the collected particle-scattered light during the 16.7 ms CCD camera
integration time.

Classically laser speckle has been removed using low pass filtering
techniques. These techniques include temporal averaging, spatial
averaging, low frequency camera Modulat ion Transfer Funct ions
(MTF) (Smith (1998)), data binning (McKenzie (1997)), and image
convo lut ion wi th a f i l t e r ing kerne l (Meyers (1995) ) . Tempora l
averaging of conditionally sampled instantaneous data requires an
instrument satiabil ity greater than that achieved in the present study.
The other techniques have varying potential for removing laser speckle
noise. They all low-pass fi lter the image data. Complete removal of
laser speckle noise would require such a low filter bandwidth that the
characteristics of flow structures would be masked. Since the data
processing software developed for the Argon-ion based system used the
image convolution technique, a new method was developed that would
remove laser speckle noise without modifying the flow structure data
such as for rotor vortices.

A nonlinear filtering technique developed to remove impulse noise
without affecting the underlying image integrity is the median filter
(Astola and Kuosmanen (1997)). Basically, the technique sorts pixel
amplitudes within the processing kernel, e.g. , 5x5 pixels, then selects
the median amplitude as the filtered result. A median filter removes
impuls ive noise while the kernel based low pass f i l ter passes an
impulse, albeit wider with a lower amplitude. The effectiveness of this
fi lter can be seen by comparing an original reference camera image with
the image after fi ltering, Figure 8. Using this fi ltering method, laser
speckle noise was virtually eliminated from the data images, revealing
the rotor wake structures. It also revealed a low spatial-frequency
modulation in the normalized signal image not found in the Argon-ion
laser based system.

Laser frequency stability greatly deteriorated during the wind tunnel
investigation though it was not identified as a potential concern in the
laboratory. This can be illustrated by comparing a series of ratio
measurements obtained by the laser frequency monitoring system
during the rotor wake investigation with a similar series obtained
during a subsequent investigation in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind
Tunnel, Figure 9. A comparison of the two samples clearly shows a far
more stable output frequency from the Nd:YAG laser during the UPWT
investigation than the rotor wake test. The difference was traced to the
sensitivity of the laser to vibration. The area adjacent to the UPWT
test section was equivalent to a laboratory environment. However, the
area adjacent to the open test section in the 14-by 22-Foot Subsonic
Tunnel proved to be a very hostile. Floor vibration and wind tunnel
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shear layer buffeting caused the laser to lose frequency stability. Also,
temperature variations, up to 30o C, during tunnel operation affected
the Iod ine vapor ce l l t emperature s tab i l i t y , thus mod i fy ing i t s
absorption characteristics.

Iodine Vapor Cell Stability

The inability of the Iodine vapor cell heating system to compensate for
large changes in environmental temperature was discovered during a
prev ious DGV entry in the 14 -by 22 -Foot Subson ic Tunne l . In
preparation for the current investigation, the cells were insulated and
encased with a controlled heat sink on the stem to maintain a small , but
constant positive heat transfer. Also the cell in the laser frequency
monitor was modified to have a limited vapor pressure by reducing the
amount of Iodine placed in the cell . In addition, calibrations were
conducted before the tunnel run, once during the run between changes
in tunnel velocity, and after the tunnel run, along with laser frequency
measurements made between the acquisition of data sets. An overlay of
these three Iodine cell calibrations for component C from a typical
tunnel run is shown in Figure 10. The mismatch in calibration was a
result of temperature variations in the cell from 47.4

o C, to 48.0o C, to
53 .0o C respect ive ly. S ince the env ironmenta l e f fec ts were not
el iminated by insulating and encasing the cel ls , bias errors were
present in the velocity measurements. Although the limited-vapor cell
temperature also changed, 50.2o C, to 49.8o C, to 52.4o C with the
corresponding calibrations shown in Figure 11, the affects on cell
calibration were reduced.

Smoke System Seeding

The seeding system for the DGV measurements used a superheated
propylene glycol and water mixture. The smoke was injected using the
standard flow visualization smoke generator for the tunnel and three
additional portable smoke generators all located on a posit ioning
system in the settling chamber of the tunnel. The smoke generators
were mounted on an array as shown in Figure 12 which was upstream of
the flow straightening honeycomb and four anti-turbulence screens,
26 m upstream from the test section. The smoke output for DGV in this
wide field of view application was marginal. Although each of the
generators was producing the maximum volume of smoke, the smoke
dispersion and distribution in the test section was unsatisfactory to
seed the large planar viewing area. In addition, the heated smoke
contained its own convective flow patterns at the lowest tunnel speeds.
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It was also difficult to locate the smoke plume in the vortex region since
the laser could not be synchronized with rotor azimuth.

Rotor Wake Measurements

The ob j e c t i v e o f t h e r o t o r wake mea su r emen t s wa s t o ob t a i n
measurements of the rotor tip vortex trajectory and velocity for several
fl ight conditions, with and without the presence of a fuselage beneath
the rotor. The test conditions were chosen to match the conditions for
which flow visualization data were reported by Ghee et al (1996) as well
as to match the conditions for which rotor inflow data were obtained by
Elliott et al (1988).

Although the bias error limits the usefulness of the DGV data, patterns
appear to correlate to the expected behavior of the rotor wake system.
The rotor wake can be described as a cylindrical column of accelerated
f low which is skewed from the freestream direct ion by an angle
determined from the downward velocity within the wake and the
freestream velocity magnitude. The resulting angle from the vertical

for the average wake trajectory is known as the skew angle, Χ . Using
the analysis of Stepniewski and Keys (1984) a derivation of skew angle
for a rotor in forward flight can be found as:

Χ = tan
-1 (V cos(α) /(v f � V sin(α)))

where V is the freestream velocity, α is the rotor shaft angle of attack,
and v

f
is a function of rotor thrust coefficient and freestream velocity.

For this rotor system, operating at a rotor thrust coefficient of 0.0064
and a rotational speed of 209 rad/s, the following table shows the skew
angle calculated from the above reference for a rotor in forward flight.
Also included in the table are the skew angles determined from the
experimental data found by Ghee et al (1996) as well as the skew angle
measured in the DGV data and discussed below the table.

Freestream Velocity, V, m/s 9 27.7 42

α , deg 0 -3 -3

v f , m/s 10.6 3.7 2.5

Χ , deg - Theoretical 40 79 84

Χ , deg - Experimental Flow Vis (Ghee, et al (1996)) NA 77 79

Χ , deg - DGV Experimental Images 57 78 83
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Figures 13 and 14 show a DGV image of the freestream velocity
component for a rotor position of zero degrees azimuth for the 27.7 and
42.0 m/s test conditions, respectively. The view in the image is from the
right s ide of the model looking inboard at the 80-percent radial
location. The flow is from right to left in the figures, and the rotor blade
is rotating from left to right. The grayscale in the image indicates
where the smoke was observed in the field of view. The black areas are
the absence of the seeding smoke. In each image, the center of the hub is
located by a small crosshair and the blades are overlaid at their forward
and aft positions. The overlaid dot card pattern gives a sense of scale
with 6.35 cm spacing between the dots.

The long dashed white line in each of the images highlights the skew
angle seen in the DGV measurements. The boundary of the wake should
convect downstream at the wake skew angle and should theoretically be
along the short dashed lines. However, vortex positions obtained from
the flow visualization data (symbols), (Ghee et al (1996)), show the
location of the wake boundary to match the DGV results for these test
conditions. Both theoretical and experimental data indicate good
agreement in skew angle.

While the good agreement of skew angle is a positive indication for the
DGV measurement, further comparisons with wind tunnel freestream
data and with independent, three-component laser velocimetry data
have been limited by the thermal variations in the Iodine calibrations
and low frequency variat ions in the scattered l ight . Cal ibration
corrections based on cell temperature measurements obtained for
every image are underway at this time to improve the DGV data for later
compar i sons . A l so , l abora to ry inves t i ga t i ons are underway to
determine the source of the low frequency variations in the normalized
signal image not found in the Argon-ion laser based system.

Rotor Blade Deformation Measurements

PMI was successfully used to measure the rotor blade deformation.
Figure 15 shows the contours of the blade deformation for several test
conditions, and differences in the blade shape are clearly visible. The
blade shape deforms as would be expected for a rotor system undergoing
changes in test condition; the most dramatic tip deformation relative
to the horizontal reference plane occurred when the rotor shaft angle
was tilted forward. Figure 16 shows the change in measured blade
height with rotor azimuth for the rotor tip path plane tilted 3 degrees
nose down. The measured 26 mm difference in the blade tip deflection
between 70 and 110 degrees of az imuth corresponds wel l to the
expected deflection due to the geometry of 32 mm.
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Lessons Learned

Three-component flow field investigations using DGV to conditionally
sample an unsteady flow field in a large wind tunnel facil ity il lustrates
the vas t d i f f e rences be tween labora tory and large wind tunne l
environments. The tasks where difficulties were anticipated such as
combining the DGV and PMI systems, synchroniz ing the lasers ,
cameras, and data acquisition computers, and conditionally sampling
the measurements as a function of rotor azimuth, were very successful.
Several areas have been identified where previous experience was
insu f f i c i en t to pred i c t sy s t em charac t e r i s t i c s . These inc luded
insuf f i c i ent i so la t ion o f the Iod ine vapor ce l l s f rom the tunne l
environment, laser speckle, and other noise sources originating from
the Nd:YAG laser.

From these experiences, the following modifications to the system and
procedures are recommended:

1. Procedures must be developed to prevent laser damage to wind
tunnel models.

2. Vapor pressure limited Iodine vapor cells completely isolated
from the wind tunnel environment need to be developed.

3. Vibration isolate the Nd:YAG laser and place it totally out of the
flow field.

4. Develop a smoke generating system that will yield smoke plumes
at least 1.5 m in diameter, preferably using cold injection.

5. Use the rotor synchronized Argon-ion based laser light sheet
system to set the smoke plume position.

Summary

The first attempt to use pulsed, three-component Doppler Global
Velocimetry to measure unsteady rotor wake flow fields was presented.
The s e cond i t i ona l l y s amp l ed r e su l t s wer e a c c ompan i ed by the
simultaneously acquired pulsed laser Projection Moiré Interferometry
deformation and twist measurements of the moving rotor blades. While
the PMI results were very successful, the DGV results suffered from
environmental problems and image noise originating by the Nd:YAG
laser. The vapor-limited Iodine cell was found to be less sensitive to the
environmental changes than the standard cells . Median fi ltering
techniques virtually eliminated laser speckle noise while preserving
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details of the vortex structures. Work continues on reducing noise
sources and correcting the data for temperature induced calibration
changes.
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Figure 1.-The Langley 14-by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel.
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Figure 2.-The 1.7-meter isolated rotor system with the fuselage placed below the rotor

mounted in the 14-by 22-Foot Subsonic Tunnel.

Figure 3.-The 1.7-meter isolated rotor system with the fuselage placed out of the flow.
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Figure 4.-Doppler Global Velocimeter receiver optical system.

Figure 5.-Planview of the model, laser light sheet, DGV receiver optical systems, and

PMI measurement area.
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Figure 6.-Projection Moiré Interferometer laser and transmission optical system.

Figure 7.-Alignment and spatial calibration target for DGV and PMI.
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Figure 8.-Removal of laser speckle noise with a median fil ter.

Figure 9.-Comparison of Nd:YAG laser frequency stabil i ty during two wind tunnel

tests.
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Figure 10.-Iodine vapor cell calibrations for component C before, during, and after a

typical tunnel run.

Figure 11.-Iodine vapor cell calibrations for the laser frequency monitor obtained

simultaneously with Figure 10.
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Figu re 12 . -Vapor i za t i on / condensa t i on smoke gene ra to r s a t t a ched to the l a se r

velocimeter particle generation nozzle array in the tunnel sett l ing chamber.

Figure 13.-DGV measurement of the streamwise velocity with overlays of theoretical

rotor wake skew angle and vortex posit ions obtained from flow visualization,

freestream velocity = 27.7 m/s.
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Figure 14.-DGV measurement of the streamwise velocity with overlays of theoretical

rotor wake skew angle and vortex posit ions obtained from flow visualization,

freestream velocity = 42.0 m/s.

F igu re 15 . -PMI measu red b lade de f l ec t i on p ro f i l e s fo r seven d i f f e r en t f l i gh t

conditions, blade #4.
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Figure 16.-Azimuth dependent PMI measured blade deformation profiles, fuselage

down, rotor shaft angle set to -3 degrees.
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